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      \loran History Tradition Worldview CUHK 23 June 2021 History, Tradition, l{orldview - The Complexities of Embodying the Cultural Flesh Dermot Moran Boston College I nternatio nal C onference " Wat After Eurocentrism? Phenomenology and Intercultural Philosophy" Organized by the Edwin Cheng Foundation Asian Centre for Phenomenology, RIH, CUHK Co-organized by the Department of Philosophy. CUHK Date: 23-25 June 2021 Abstract ln this paper I want to address directly Professor LAU Kwok-ying's innovative but challenging call for a new 'cultural flesh' to interpret other philosophical cultures. Classical phenomenology stresses that human beings are inextricably 'embedded' in a world that provides the horizon for all thought and action. Phenomenology further recognizes the resistance of the life-world to thematization. This makes intercultural understanding deeply problematic. Expanding on the late Merleau-Ponty's novel non-dualistic conception of 'flesh' (la chair), Lau coins the term 'cultural flesh' for the sensible and material conditions necessary to understand another culture. Drawing on Merleau-Ponty, Lau also proposes the idea of a 'lateral universal' as a way of bridging difference. In this paper, I will discuss the problem of the thickness of our embeddedness in our life-world and the difficulty of breaking out of our habitual bodies. I will emphasize the difficulty of taking on the cultural flesh of the other and seek to identify ways in which Lau's proposal for intercultural understanding can be advanced. I ,qlnll lltu Moran History Tradition Worldvieu,CUHK 23 .lune 2021 History, Tradition, Worldview - The Complexities of Embodying the Cultural Flesh Dermot Moran (Boston College) Introduction: Intercultural Philosophy-Hong Kong Thanks to Prof. Yong HUANG for moderating this session. I am very honored to be invited to participate in this timely conference, organized by the Edwin Cheng Center and the Depafiment of Philosophy, CUHK, to celebrate the work of your esteemed colleague Professor LAU Kwok- ying. Professor LAU's work, spanning over a professional career of many decades, has been inspirational in opening phenomenologically-inspired dialogue between philosophical cultures and in promoting the richness and complexity of what his hero, Maurice Merleau-Ponty, calls the "inter-world" (l' intremonde). My discourse today will take its orientation from Lau's immensely erudite, deeply thought out, and well written book, Phenomenology and Interculturol Understanding: Towqrd a l{ew Cultural Flesh (2016) that appeared in the series Contributions to Phenomenology that I co-edited it with Nicolas de Warren.l So I have to declare an interest: I watched over the book's emergence and production. I am pleased to report that the book won the Ballard Prize in Phenomenology in 2019; and it has already been the focus of several scholarly sessions, including al 49th Annual Conference of the Society for Asian and Comparative Philosophy held in June 2017 in Peking University, with critical commentaries by Eric Nelson, Patricia Huntington and Jin Park (published in Dao vol. l8 (2019)). 1 Kwok-Ying Lau, Phenomenology and lnterculturol Understanding: Toword a New Cultural F/esh. Dordrecht Springer, 2016. 2 \loran Historl Tradition Worldvierv CLTIK 23 June 2021 I Reading his book closely, I am deeply impressed by Professor Lau's erudition concerning not just German (Leibniz, Kant, Hegel, as well as Husserl, Heidegger, Gadamer) and French philosophy, but also classical Chinese philosophy (especially Daoism and Buddhism but also Mencius). Lau is a scholar whose work was shaped in Hong Kong and later in Paris. Intellectually, he is a follower of Husserl, Heidegger, Patoöka, Merleau-Ponty, Claude Lövi-Strauss, and Michel Foucault. Placing himself right at the heart of contemporary intellectual debate in France, he is actively critical of Emmanuel Levinas, Gilles Deleuze, Jacques Derrida, Renaud Barbaras, Michel Henry,. Lau has been deeply inspired not just by Merleau-Ponty but by Claude Ldvi-Strauss, especially his La pensöe sauvage and Mythologies (4 volumes) on the concrete forms of thinking of pre-literate people that possess their own forms of distinction, classification, combination and opposition (Lau, p. 28). Merleau-Ponty, Ldvi-Strauss and Laozi have opened up 'wild being' for Lau, who invites us to discover our own 'savage thought'. Making ourselves other as the way to invite the other into us. If my memory serves me correctly, I first met Prof. Lau Kwok-ying in person at the flrst OPO conference in Prague in2002, twenty years ago.2 He presented a paper on "Over-civilization and its Critique: Patoöka andLao-Tzu". I was immediately struck by his 'passionate intensity' (to paraphrase W. B. Yeats). We have been intellectual colleagues, kindred spirits, and firm friends, since then. Indeed, I was honored that he could attend my retirement conference in Dublin in2017. My long engagement with Hong Kong philosophy since then has convinced me that there is what we might call the CUHK School of Comparative Philosophy, including Lau's mentor, Lau 2 lssues Confronting the Post-European World Conference, Charles University of Prague, Czech Republic, November 6'h to 10th 2002. AconferencededicotedtoJanPotoöko(1907-1-977) on the occasion of the founding of the Organization of Phenomenological Organizations (OPO). J !! N4oran History Tradition \\'orldview CUHK 23 June 2021 Sze-Kwang (who proposes 'openness'), and his former colleagues. now emeriti, Professors Cheung Chanfai and Kwan Tse-rvan, among others. As Lau's recalls his own educational formation in philosophy in an article in 2019 in response to Eric Nelson: I started my study of philosophy in the mid-1970s at The Chinese University of Hong Kong, where courses in both Western and Chinese philosophies were in the program under the leadership of TANG Junyi EH"* ( 1909 1978) and MOU Zongsan +* . ( 1909- 1995), the two great contemporary neo-Confucian philosophers, as rve11 as LAO Sze- Kwang HEyL (1927 2012), author of the monumental History of Chinese Philosophy # tr+5+-E in 3 volumes (1968 1981) and some other 30 volumes of work on Western and Chinese philosophies. Thus my philosophical apprenticeship was bilingual and pluricultural (Western, Chinese, and Indian) from the very beginning. When I pursued my PhD studies in Paris in the 1980s and wrote my dissertation on the phenomenology of Merleau-Ponty, the Chinese philosophy I learned earlier in Hong Kong went into a long hibernation.3 Lau speaks interestingly of the 'double epoch6' (invoking Husserl) that he had to perform: ... the double dpochd both on my mother tongue which is Cantonese Chinese and on the Chinese philosophical language I acquired earlier. (Lat2019, p. 128) Kwok-Ying Lau explains this double epoche or suspension as follows: The person in question must perform a double epochö with regard to language used. First of all she must abandon her native language, at least temporarily, and speak an international 3 "Whither lntercultural Philosophy? Responses to Comments and Questions on Phenomenology Lau, Kwok-ying, and lntercultural Understanding: Toward a New Cultural Flesh," Doo (20191 1.8:127-136. https://doi.ore/ 1.0.1.007 / s1.17 1.2-01.8-9647 -1. 4 Moran History Tradition Worldview CUHK 23 J.un.e202l / language which in most cases is English ... she must perforrn a second epochö with respect to the philosophical language through which her thought is expressed (La:u 2076, p' 23)' Lau's double epochö is important, and he announced it already in 2016. It is also a caveat aswe enter an international language of communication - now English, it used to be Latin or Greek' The parameters are already set - the sciences have already been defined - ethics, ontology, epistemology, logic - all Greek concepts. How does the Chinese language form concepts? Lau has not been able to address the larger questions of the methods and tasks and likely impact of intercultural philosophy. His book had a modest aim: In fact my book has just a very modest motivation: making philosophical sense of some well-known texts of Chinese philosophy to readers who are trained in phenomenology as a way to demonstrate that Husserl's judgment on the non-genuinely philosophical character of Chinese and lnciian philosophies is untenable. (Lau 2019, p. 128-29) His target is Husserl's demand that philosophy be prtre theoria not just practical wisdom' For Lau, following Gadamer, understanding is also misunderstanding' He writes: "in intercuitural understanding, misunderstanding is an in-dismissible hard and stubborn lact" (Lau 20i9. p. 129). There can be no overarching metaphysics, no one-way the world musl be, on that account The Challenge of Language Recently, for instance, I have been reading the illuminating essay by Cheung Chan-Fai on Heidegger's relationship with Laozi's Daodeiing and his skepticism about whether Heidegger 5 II,l ll[tr 'flrnll Uu, N4oran Historl'Traclition \\Iorldvieri, CUHK 23 June 2021 did indeed do a translation. Of course, Heidegger did not know any Chinese and Cheung Chan-Fai ryl, correctly quotes Hans-Georg Gadamer to the effect that a scholar of that generation would never think of invoking a thinker that he could not read in the original language. This is an important insight. How we enter into another world depends on the explorers who have gone before and the intellectual pathways (the 'Silk Roads' of the mind) that have been established. Translation is one of these complex mediations between worlds. It is a genuine putting on of the cultural flesh of the other. It literally carries us from one world to another. The translator, inhabiting both languages, is an embodiment of the interworld. Lau also treats of Heidegger's suppose engagement with Laozi. Reinhard May, in Heidegger's Hidden Sources (Routledge 1996) had made the claim based on some apparent textual parallels between the German translations of the texts of Laozi and Zhtangzi consulted by Heidegger (principally those of Victor von Strauss and Richard Wilhelm) and Heidegger's formulations. May claimed that the Chinese Taoists were some of Heidegger's hidden sources. The claim is exaggerated and based on some textual parallels and a particular 'translation' of the last line of Daodejing Chapter 25. As Lau says: ... aly philosophically well-trained mind would agree that juxtaposition of texts is a long way from philological elucidation and philosophical interpretation. (Lau 2016, p. 38) At best there are interesting parallels, Lau concludes: "It is probable that Heidegger has projected onto Laozi his own conception of Being as Ereignis" (Lau 2016, p. 40). So translation is not enough for intercultural penetration. There must also be the meeting of minds and hearts. Lau is deeply aware of this - as he writes in his response to Professor Patricia Huntington: 6 Moran tlisto4, Tradition Worldr.iew CUHK 23 June 2021 / If language already plays a significant role in the construction of narrative identity, it renders more complex the play of reading oneself into the Other and the reading of the Other into oneself in intercultural understanding. (Lau 2019, p. 130) I shall explore this further in this paper and especially emphasize the recalcitrance of the life-world which both nourishes and insulates (and isolates) cultures. The Phenomenological Methodology for Intercultural Understanding I want to turn now to Lau's evolving methodology which is deeply inspired especially by the late Merleau-Ponty, as well as Claude Levi-Strauss. As Lau writes: For all those who aspire toward a real intercultural philosophical understanding, the work of Ldvi-Strauss should be celebrated as a milestone setting the paradigm for sincere cross- cultural communication at the philosophical level. (Lau 2016, p. 28) Borrowiug kom Lcvi-Strauss, who u,ent to live among Ailazonial tribes in the i930s. this method "cllnsists in learning to see r.vhat is ollrs as alieu and wltal u'as alien as our orvt.t" (Lau 2016. p. 189).4 In his Elementary Structures of Kinship (1949) Levi-Strauss saw the incest-taboo as a universal normthal effectively separated culture from nature (Lau. p. 158).5 It is both a priori (and universal) and yet recognized as normative. The requirement of exogamy leads to a broader exchange of goods with the foreign, those outside the group. There is a constant intertwining of nature and culture; indeed nature becomes visible through culture. a Merleau-Ponty,The Visibte ond the lnvisible (Evanston: Northwestern U' P., 1964), p. L20; Le visible et l'invisible 1960, p. 151. s C. LÖvi-Strauss, Les structures ölömentoires de lo porentä (1st ed.1949,2nd ed. Paris: Mouton & Co. & Maison des Sciences de l'Homme, 1967); The Elementory Structures of Kinship, ed. Rodney Needham, Eng. trans. iames Harle Bell, John Richard von Sturmer and Rodney Needham (revised ed. London: Eyre & Spottiswoode, 1969). 1 rlll Illu ll[tl lllr Moran History Tradition Worldvierv CUHK 23 June 2021 I[, Merleau-Ponty, in his famous essay, 'From Mauss to Levi-Strauss', Slgrzs (1960),6 says we ll[ need a 'new organ' for this intercultural understanding. Merleau-Ponty writes: He [the intercultural researcher] only has to have learned at some time and at sufficient length to let himself be taught by another culture. For from then on he has a new organ of understanding at his disposal-he has regained possession of that untamed region of himself, unincorporated in his own culture, through which he communicates with other cultures.T This deep immersion cannot occur overnight. It takes years of acculturation and absorption, understanding and misunderstanding, overlapping and fusing of horizons. I am glad that Lau has chosen the name 'understanding'. He is really appropriating the hermeneutic concept of Verstehen, as developed by Schleiermacher, Dilthey, Heidegger and Gadamer. Lau describes the practice of intercultural understanding as follows: Intercultural understanding is enacted through intercultural experiences. It is a matter of encountering with other cultures, with what is unfamiliar, unexpected, strange and different from the habits, sensibilities, and rationale of one's own culture which form the background, often pre-reflective, of one's thoughts, choices and actions. The encounter with cultural otherness is always punctuated by surprise and incomprehension at the first sight. (Lau, p. 196) Anthropology, of course, has recently come under fire for applying Westem categories to other cultures. However, thinking of the ways that altemative conceptual systems have come to shape theorizing and practice in anthropology, with terms like mana and tabu (from Polynesian 6 M. Merleau-Ponty, "De Mauss ä Claude L6vi-Strauss", in Signes (Paris: Gallimard, 1960); trans. R. C. McCleary, "From Mauss to Levi-Strauss," Signs (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1964), 7 Merleau-Ponty, "De Mauss ä Claude L6vi-Strauss", Signes, p. 151; "From Mauss to Claude L6vi-Strauss", inSigns, p. 120) 8 N{oran History Tradition Worldvierv CUHK 23 June 202 I / cosmologies/languages) becoming central analytics in the field, there is an argument that anthropology has never been Eurocentric or at least sought to apply the 'epochö'. Porosity, Openness, and One-Dimensionality Cultures, moreover, have different degrees of porosity or'openness' (borrowing Lao Sze-Kwang's language). To give an example, many concepts from other cultures have more or less seamlessly entered into the everyday 'Western' life-world, such as: 'kama', 'chi', 'yin-yang', 'Feng Shui'. yoga, Zen meditation. However superficially, this penetration does show Western culture's capacity to absorb and domesticate (and, under capitalism, to consume) 'other' concepts. Of course, such transmigrated concepts are deracinated and stripped of their network of associations to their foreign 'home world' (Heimwelt). For example, Catholic Popes including Paul VI and Pope Francis worried that Catholics practicing yoga were entering a different, Hindu sacred canopy, but most people regarded such worries as baseless as yoga as a practice has been disenchanted and desacralized. One cannot ignore the role of capitalism in commodifying anything that can be sold to the consumer - from transcendental meditation to tantric sex, to ayahuasca spiritual retreats, Asian martial arts, take-out Japanese sushi. I think following Heidegger and - Marcuse- that the great Gestell of modern science/technology including the positivistic social - sciences (data collection, preservation, analysis, etc) will be uniform and "Western" in origin - (although practiced everywhere from Japan and China to Middle East and Africa). The question - is whether other cultures have the same porosity and openness, the same vigorous capacity to adapt and absorb other concepts as the Western. Some cultures keep barriers up: Acaddmie Frangaise has a whole institute to monitor the entrance of foreign words into French. 9 tll Il[ lll ll Moran Historl Traclition Worldvierv CUHK 23 June 2021 Cultures that expanded in power were those capable of absorbing other cultures, e.g. the ancient Roman culture. The Romans were tolerant as long as others respected Roman gods and paid taxes to Rome. The Romans built temples and made animal sacrifices for the conquered peoples' gods. In fact, at various times other peoples' gods became popular among Romans. Many in Roman army were followers of Mithras, the Persian sun-god. There was a cult of Isis, the Egyptian God, and many Romans followed the cult of Dionysos. Romans were pafticularly suspicious of the monotheistic religions - Judaism and Christianity - because of the implied challenge to the Roman ruler. Flexibility and porosity is detectable in the major world religions a1so. There is the capacity to absorb the local deity by making them a Christian saint for instance. There is also the wonderful device of St Paul, according to Acts 17:23 who used the inscription on an altar to the 'unknown God' (agnostos theos) in a temple Athens, Greece, to introduce his concept of the one God above all names (according to the Jewish tradition). Paul identifies this unknown God with the creator God: "in hirn we live and move and have our being" (Acts 1 7: 27 -28). Paul says: "That which you therefore worship through unknowing, this I proclaim to you" (ö oüv d,yvooüvteq süoeBeire, toüto dyö rcotuyy6),),ro üpriv). Paul deftly identified an opening in Greek culture for his monotheistic God. Some cultures, however, display a refusal. Sometimes for very interesting reasons. Thus, Japan returned to sword fighting and banned guns in 1607, even after exposure to the modern gun by Portuguese sailors in 1540s and developing a capacity to produce their own guns. I am not sure that all cultures have the same levels of flexibility and the same tolerance for openness and absorption of the other. One-dimensionality is a key feature of this technologization (think of the prayer apps available on the iphone). Marcuse writes in One Dimensional Man: l0 lr{oran History Tradition Worldvieu' CUHK 23 June 2021 Thus emerges a pattem of one-dimensional thought and behavior in which ideas' universe of aspirations, and objectives that, by their content, transcend the established They are discourse and action are either repelled or reduced to terms of this universe' (Marcuse' redefined by the rationality of the given system and of its quantitative extension' One Dimensional Man,P. 14)8 Thus, Marcuse writes already in 1964 about the capacity of American capitalist society to tolerate religiousness and Zen: status quo But such modes of protest and transcendence are no longer contradictory to the and no longer negative. They are rather the ceremonial part of practical behaviorism' its harmless negation, and are quickly digested by the status quo as part of its healthy diet' (Marcuse, One-Dimensional Man, p. 16) So I raise the question to what extent the intercultural world, the interworld is already infiltrated is no 'pure' culture- - or transgressed by one-dimensionality, by technological enframing? There (geschlossen)' Even no pure home-world or other world. There are no worlds that are purely closed in the Indian Ocean the Sentinelese Islanders living in protected seclusion in the Andaman Islands is only possible because are protected by order of the Indian Government' Their secluded existence the outside world has enabled it (an American missionary who attempted to reach them' in 2018 was killed (see Scott Wallace, l"lational Geographic, November 28 2018)' According to Lorenzo Simpson in his new book The Unfinished Proiect'e "the as autonomous' anthropologist James Clifford refers to the obsolescence of the view of cultures 8 Herbert Marcuse, One-Dimensional Mon.1964' Reprinted London: Routledge' 2006' (London: Routledge' 2020)' e Lorenzo Simpson. The Unfinished Project. Toward o Postmetaphysical Humonism 11 ,\ rtll Illr h llti lll N'{olan History Tradition Worldvieu'CUHK 23 June 2021 [I, lll], llr separate, closed, fully coherent, and homogeneous phenomena and proposes that they be conceived \ llr instead as overlapping, open, interacting, and intemally negotiated" (Simpson, p. 70). Cultural differences are mostly internalto cultures. Incorporating the 'Flesh' of Language Following on from the one-dimensionality, one of the chief problems with today's intercultural and multicultural philosophy is that it is monolingual, as Lau says, increasingly being conducted in English. This leap over the enormous problem of translation --- which is indeed a putting on of the cultural flesh - the cultural flesh of language that clothes thought. As Cheung Chan-fai has also pointed out in the essay I mentioned above, following Heidegger and Gadamer, to translate is to interpret. It is a matter of bridging worlds, of bring something from one world into another. In one sense, there is a home-world to arrive at. This is where we indeed to have to be very careful - the academic system that we inhabit in Beijing, Hong Kong, London, Dublin or Boston, is really one, international, largely homogenized ('Westernised') form of education. Indeed the form of the university itself is structured on the Western framework of knowledge. If, for instance, we want to approach a text in a scholarly manner, v/e use the text critical methods that were largely established in the Ger:rnan academic world. Text critical editions have been in development for thousands of years. But it was not until the twin disciplines of diplomatics and paleography were (founded by the great Benedictine monks Mabillon and Montfaucon), that a critical use of the evidence became possible. Diplomatics is the scientific study of texts. These are Western, indeed European Enlightenment sciences. They set the standards for the establishment and interpretation of texts. lndeed, Heidegger has a suspicion of this kind of establishment of texts - but it is very important. I2 Moran Historl Tradition Worldvieu, CUHK 23 June 2021 I have been told by the great Confucian scholar, Professor TU Weiming (Harvard and Peking U) that Chinese scholars also were involved in editing editions of Confucius's Analects. reputedly put together by his followers fiust as Plato and Xenophone recorded the sayings of Socrates. Indeed, Professor Lau treats us to such an erudite discussion in his interpretation of the characters in the Daodejing. The challenge, then, is to find the appropriate language for intercultural philosophy. This is indeed similar to the problem: the right language to do phenomenological description. It is not easy to answer. It is not a matter of manufacturing a new language - Esperanto - that has no historical and traditional baggage (although there are advocates for the radical purification of language, e.g. to remove genderization). We have only the cultural flesh of the existing historical languages. The dream of an artificial, ideal language for philosophy died with the Vienna Circle and Carnap and Feigl (and even Carnap spokes of 'artificial languages' in plural).10 The Necessity for Disenchantment Alongside one-dimensionality and monolingualism, there is also the challenge of 'enchantment'. One major - and controversial -- claim that Lau makes, developing from Max Weber's sociology, and also found in Jürgen Habermas, is that there must be disenchantment in order to have intercultural understanding. Lau considers the disenchanted world-view as a "necessary correlate of Husserl's idea of rigorous science" (Lau 2016,p.103). For Lau, disenchantment is "not only a desirable but also a necessary universal element in the future development of human civilization" (La:u 2016, p. 106). Lau credits Weber (who credits modern science) but also Nietzsche's 'God is 10 The original proposal came from Gustav Bergmann, see Bergmann, G. (1949). Two criteria for an ideal language. y of Sci ence, 1.6(1):1 1.- 7 4. P h i I osop h 13 llü Ur Nloran History Tradition Worldvierv CUTIK 23 .Tune 2021 \ dead' (Lau also enlists Kant's aim for a rational religion). Disenchantment rneans the worid is not ruled by mysterious forces. One has to let go of the mythopoeic, sacral world in order to be able to understand the other- this indeed is a view shared by Husserl and others. One must pull aside the 'sacred canopy', as the phenomenological sociologist Peter Berger (a student of Schutz) calls it. Religion was the traditional way to legitimate the nomos of a particular society by claiming it was located in the cosmos. In an interesting analysis Lau shorvs that disenchantment although having its origins in Europe was not a purely European affair (Lau 2016, p. 103). The reception of Chinese thought - and Chinese historical chronologies challenged the Biblical conception of the origin of the world.Lau recognizes that the reception of Chinese culture in Modern Europe took root by way of the Jesuit Missionaries in China in the late Sixteenth Century (p. 113). The Chinese chronology dispute - Chinese written history is longer than the West - challenged traditional 'historical' accounts in the Bible - especially dating of the Flood. Lau thinks enchantment is essentially resistant to change: An un-disenchanted worldview is the mental attitude which supports and glorifies, if not brings about directly, suicidal killing attempts as acts of martyrdom. (Lau 2016, p. 106) Enchantment is a direct challenge to Charles Taylor's notion of the'politics of recognition'. Lau - likes Habermas notes that the religious worldview has not withered away (as Marx thought it would). Lau writes: 'ln the multiple cultural traditions of humankindtoday, it seems that none is deprived of religious background' (Lau 2016, p. 1 10). It is not clear to me how the epochd also has to be a disenchanted epoch6, a suspension of religious commitments. l4 Moran History Tradition Worldvierl,CUHK 23 June 202 I I Tension Between Worldview and Philosophy Discussion of 'disenchantment' raises the issue of the tension between philosophy (as science) and the appreciation of 'worldviews' (Weltanschauungen) a discussion that takes place in Jaspers, Dilthey, Heidegger, Cassirer, Blumenberg, and others at the beginning of twentieth-century European philosophy. Al1 human beings wonder. But in the absence of disciplined methodology and sustained focus, it is likely that this wonder can dissipate into idle daydreaming. Philosophy is a very peculiar discipline, furthermore, which has always cherished its own history as an enduring source of themes, problems and solutions. In this regard, philosophy is essentially self-reflectively historical.ll It is not like natural science, for whom history is simply antiquarianism. Philosophy is essentially self-interpretative, hermeneutical. It must contemplate the peculiarity of its own origins and horizons and it must push against the sacred canopy or at least expose it. Every culture across world history has developed its own 'wisdom teaching' (Weisheitslehre), e.g. that of the ancient Egyptians or ancient Jews or the oral traditions in Australia or Africa. As professional philosophers we must study these wisdom traditions, interpret and appreciate their wealth of concepts and intellectual and moral strengths, but also to test their limits and apply critique. Here the academic tools allow us to import concepts such as tabu or manu. On the other hand, philosophy is not just stamp collecting, it is rigorous science.r2 It does not just involve cultural inclusion or the welcoming celebration of cultural diversity, or the mere documenting of different thought-forms and ideas. Philosophy as a rational enterprise demands 11 Admittedly, academic philosophy has tended to be somewhat narrow in its understanding of this history. Bertrand Russell was one of the first to publicly acknowledge this one-sidedness when he called his bookÄ History of Western Philosophy (as Cheung Chanfai once pointed out to me). But not every culture has something that merits the name'philosophy'. 12 As the scientist Ernest Rutherford supposedly put it: "all science is either physics or stamp collecting," (as quoted by physicistJohn Desmond Bernal in his 1939 book, Ihe Sociol Function of Science. 15 ( Moran History Tradition Worldview CLIF{K 23 June 2021 evaluation, scrutiny, critique, and challenge. The primary mode for such engagement is through questioning. Heidegger rightly identifies the question as a very peculiar phenomenon. Adopting the interrogative mood, as one says in traditional grammar. is a radical act. The Greek skeptics were inquirers of this kind especially in challenging the conventional practice (nomos). Asking the question 'why?' is unsettling, radical, disruptive and liberating. It is an invitation to reasoning (logos). Philosophy has something distinctive, a concern with argumentation and reasoning, that makes it different from other forms of human culture such as Greek tragedy. Cultures need to have the freedom, the flexibility, the openness and the confidence, to practice. promote and cherish their wisdom traditions, but they also need to create the space to allow powerful forms of questioning and critique. Every philosopher needs to be able to engage in larger discourses and recontextualizations, be aware of different forms of posing questions, even ones that may challenge in fundamental ways their cherished beliefs and opinions. Scepticism, as a way of avoiding dogmatism, and seeking secure grounds for beliefs, emerged early not just in Greek philosophy, but also in ancient Indian and Chinese philosophy, especially under the influence of Buddhism. lndeed, Bertrand Russell wrote in the opening pages of his The Histoty of Western Philosophy: Uncertainty, in the presence of vivid hopes and fears, is painful, but must be endured if we wish to live without the support of comforting fairy tales. It is not good either to forget the questions that philosophy asks, or to persuade ourselves that we have found indubitable answers to them. To teach how to live without certainty, and yet without being paralyzed -+ by hesitation, is perhaps the chief thing that philosophy, in our age, can still do for those who study it.r3 13 Bertrand Russell, A History of Western Philosophy ond its Connection with Politicol ond Sociol Circumstances from the Earl iest Times to the Present Day. (London: Allen & Unwin, 1946), p. 77. t6 Moran History Tradition \\'orldvie*' CUHK 2i June 1021 The challenge is to suspend our own sacred canopy or own protective zone, suspend the secudty of our 'home world'. Yet is it really possible? Can we really suspend our history, our moral instinct? As Marx said, it is as easy to shed our own skin as to step outside our own historical period. How do we understand the experience of the other, respect the language in which they describe it, and yet translate it into our home language (presumably an 'academicized' neutralized language)? Do we always have to 'neutralize' our everyday linguistic commitments? This is where Lau correctly sees that alfectivlf drives our philosophical encounter with the other. Lau makes a keen point: affectivity plays an important role in the transformation of the mundane attitude to the reflective attitude (Lau 2019, p. 132) Creating the Conditions for Open Dialogue/Polylog Philosophy thrives in openness and in mutual dialogue, a dialogue that must always be conducted with mutual respect. The comparative philosopher Michael Kimmel speaks of 'polylogs'. One does not just engage with the argument our opponent makes, but one endeavors to assist our opponent to strengthen his or her argument. This must be the principle of charity that ought to guide our philosophical debates. We need to build up the arguments for and against. But people are rarely swayed by pure argument. One has to include affectivity, mood, and appreciate the embeddeness in the life-world which provides the horizon for one's vision, one's Weltanschauung. The primary phenomenon is our 'embeddedness' (Gerda Walther was the first to employ the term, Einbettung), in the historical, social world, or what Husserl called 'the life-world' 1l Iv{oran History Tradition Worldvieq' CUHK 23 June 2021 (Lebenswelt).r4 Schutz shrewdly judged that Husseri's original contribution in social philosophy was not in intersubjectivity or empathy but in his analysis of the life-world' Schutz writes: Husserl's signal contribution to the social sciences consists neither in his unsuccessful attempt to solve the problem of the constitution of the transcendental intersubjectivity within the reduced egological sphere, nor in his unclarified notion of empathy as the foundation of understanding, nor, finally, in his interpretation of communities and societies as subjectivities of a higher order the nature of which can be described eidetically; but rather in the wealth of his analyses pertinent to problems of the Lebenswelt and designed to be developed into a philosophical anthropology' (Schutz 1962,p' 149)r5 In his introduction to Alfred Schutz's Collected Papers Volutne One, Maurice Natanson writes furthermore: Whatever other allegiances an individual has, he is first of all a citizen of the republic of daily life. Each one of us is part of an on-going world of everyday affairs which is, for the most part, taken for granted in its essential being. '. . The taken for granted everyday world of living and working is the nuclear presupposition of all other strata of man's reality "' The central and most cunning feature of the taken for granted everyday world is that it is taken for granted. As common-sense men living in the mundane world, we tacitly assume that, of course, there is this world all of us share as the public domain within which we communicate, work, and live our lives. ... we simply assume, presuppose, take it for granted that the daily world in which all of these activities go on is there; it is only on special 14 See D, Moran, "Everydayness, Historicity and the World of Science: Husserl's Life-world Reconsidered"' in tlubica Uönik, lvan Chvatik, and Anita Williams, eds, Ihe Phenomenologicol Critique of Mothemotisotion ond the Question of Responsibility - Formolisation and the Life'World Contributions to Phenomenology' Dordrecht: Springer, 2015' 107-132.. Schutz, Alfred. Col/ect ed Papers, Vol. l, The Problem of Sociol Reolity. Ed' Maurice Natanson' The Hague: 1s Martinus Nijhoff, 1962. 18 - Moran History Tradition Worldvierv CUHK 23 June 202 i philosophical occasions, if at all, that a serious doubt adses as to the veridical character or signification of our everyday world' (Schutz 1962, p' xxvi) between familiar and We are embedded in the everyday life-world' This the intemal differences out-group' Lau asks about unfamiliar, home-world and alien-world, but also between in-group and temporality of intercultural the specific temporality for intercultural philosophy (is there a specific understanding? Lau 2019, p.128). The truth is that here we have to recognize 'everydayness' (Altt(igtichkeit) asthe condition - shared 'normality', as Husserl recognized' Human beings live and historical world' As and form themselves in a largely taken-for-granted, intrinsically social Heidegger puts it, "a bare subject without a world never 'is' proximally' nor is it ever given"' of the (Heidegger 1927 , p.152); human existence is a priori oriented to others without the context environing life-world. The Recalcitant Character of Historicity As Lau remarks in a footnote: "It is precisely the historical nature of the life-world that renders its is thick and recalcitrant' thematization difficult and complicated" (Lau, p' 90 n' 21)' The life-world own temporal and historical Each culture and each political situation, indeed each mood, has its conflict' or the trajectory. That is what makes solving political problems like the Arab-Israeli land' but no shared conflict in Northern Ireland, so difficult' ln these instances, there is a shared outlooks' historical narrative, rather there are competing stories and different fundamental Our individual lives and self-conceptions are pervaded and saturated by others' Our social even awareness by us' from noffns, moreover, are largely receivecJ, without acknowledgement or first stage of our 'predecessors' (Schutz's Vonuelt) and from our 'significant others' in the generally all encompassing acculturation (Berger & Luckmann 1967). Social forces, moreover' are 19 Moran History Tradition Worldr.rew CI-IHK 23 June 2021 \ and conservative, with little room for creative appropriation in this largely passive reception of communal norms, values, and, more generally, what we may broadly call 'knowledge' (tacit knowledge-- not necessarily explicit, propositional knowledge, as Michael Polanyi has explored).t6 Thus, for example. my first language is absorbed from others in my surroundings, no word of which I invent. Every meaning I invoke in speaking has already been embedded in the words of unknown others, although my reiterations are individual, unique, and often compress or distort what is received. Yet I have the sense of speaking my latguage and accessing zy own thoughts, albeit using the public vehicles of jointly shared natural language. Such shared social knowledge is based on our being in the world but it also conveys the sense of the world as objectively real. As Peter Berger points out, in the West, children are taught to eat with knife and fork so this is universalized ('one must eat with knife and fork') - this convention becomes objectified and then there is the clash with another worldview (e.g. that eats with the bare hands). Classical phenomenology developed a strong account of our involvement with unknown other subjects to the point of our self-identification with that unknown other in our everyday 'fallenness'. Heidegger, inparticular, developed a sense of 'the one' or'thethey' (das Man), where I do as others do,I fall in with the crowd, I blend my emotions with others such that I 'go with the flow' or 'live along with' others, letting things be (Dahinleben,Heidegger 1927,396). One can be lost in the crowd or one with the crowd, with different degrees of being absorbed. Alfred Schutz developed the term 'con-sociates', i.e. those in my present horizon, sharing my space, with whom I am accidentally involved. All these social objectivities (groups, roles) are integrated in nested 16 Polanyi, Michael. !966. The Tocit Dimension. New Foreword by Amartya Sen. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009. 20 Moran History Tradition Worldview CUHK 23 J:une 2021 boxes into a unified total world, that Husserl calls the 'world of spirit' (Geistesweh, Husserl 1989, 196).17 One of the things we do is to establish a sense of a common, shared, objective reality both within us and without us. Berger & Luckmann are concerned to discuss how the sense of reality is introduced, i.e. how the sense of the persisting external reality is established as well as the sense of the enduring internal reality of the individual self in a social world. For Berger & Luckmann (their inspiration here is the American philosopher and sociologist George Herbert Mead (1863- 193 1) as well as Schutz), the social construction of realitv is literally an account of how the sense of both internal and external reality is constructed socially by humans. On Mead's account, one gains a concept of self by comparing oneself with others, experiencing being judged how one performs one's roles, being a good student, daughter, spouse, a good gardener, and so on. For Mead, each person constantly internalizes the attitudes of others towards one. The self is built by reflection on those internalizstions - leading to self- identifications or self-distantiations from others' assessments of one. All of this may be done unselfconsciously. I simply stand taller when I am talking to a tall man; I adjust my voice and my vocabulary in talking with a child; I adjust myself in relation to the other, e.g. moving a little away to give them privacy on the bus (a point Sartre will make also about serial groups). For Mead, a sense of self and external reality is achieved in this checking oneself against the other. What is paramount is gaining this serse of reality about our world and ourselves. Human beings have an overpowering need to experience their world as real and themselves as real in it.l8 17 Husserl, Edmund. 1989. tdeos pertoining to o Pure Phenomenology and to o Phenomenological Philosophy, Second Book.frans. R. Rojcewicz and A. Schuwer. Dordrecht: Kluwer. 18 For the paramount status of everyday reality, Berger and Luckmann draw on Schutz's paper, "On Multiple Realities," in Schutz, 1962. 2l llth Nloran History Tradition Worldlier.v CLIHK 23 June 2021 ll, The process of primary socialization ends when the rudiments of the generalized other have been installed in the consciousness of the individual (Berger & Luckmann, p. 137).1e The emergence of the 'generalized other' is a major step by which the individual self comes to view itself as part of a larger group. Berger & Luckmann attest: "The formation within consciousness of the generalized other marks a decisive phase in socialization" (Berger and Luckmann 1967 , p. 133). The concept of the 'generalized other' (bor:rowed from George Herberl Mead but similar to Sartre's concept of the 'third') is deployed by Berger and Luckmann to describe the way in which the individual is socializedby internalizing the views of others, not just significant others (my mother doesn't like it when I spill the soup) but the general other, e.g. the recognition that no one likes it when you spill soup. The idea is that a person internalizes not just the views of significant others, but of a general other (Sartre, 1960, calls this 'the third').2O This capacity to view oneself as the same as the other leads to formulating a general set of expectations and assumptions oJ' others, without being in direct contact with them. One begins to think of oneself as a member of a complex social system and in that sense similar to others ("we are all in the same boat"). The formation of the generalized other. moreover, is concurrent with the development of language. Berger & Luckmann, following Mead and Husserl, regard language as the vehicle for the general other: "language realizes a world, in the double sense of apprehending and producing it" (Berger & Luckmann 7967, p. 153). Husserl similarly emphasizes the centrality of communication in what he calls 'acts of social mutual relation' (Akte von sozialen Wechselbeziehung, Husserl 1952, 194): 1s Berger, Peter L. & Thomas Luckmann, The Sociol Construction of Reolity. A Treotise on the Sociology of Knowledge [first published 1966]. NewYork: Anchor Books, 1967. See also Berger, Peter L. (1992). "Reflections on the Twenty-Fifth Anniversary of "The Social Construction of Reality',' Perspectives,l5(2): Fa. 20 Sartre writes: Even when men are face to face, the reciprocity of their relation is actualised through the mediation of this third party and at once closes itself off from it (Sartre 1960, p. 106). 22 Moran History Tradition Worldvierv CUHK 23 June 2021 As Berger & Luckmann put it, reality is established, preserved, checked and re-affirmed in one-to-one conversations: "The most important vehicle of reality-maintenance is conversation" (Berger & Luckmann 7967 ,p. 152). Furthermore, Berger & Luckmann stress that "the greater part of reality-maintenance in conversation is implicit' not explicil" (796J , p. 152), taking place against the background of an already given world that is taken for granted. Most of life does t-tot involve explicit decisions and evaluations of reasons but involves a 'going-with-the-flow' (Dahinleben) with the received social consensus, as we have been suggesting. Schutz, likewise, speaks of a "communicative common environment" (Schutz, 1966, p 29).These social, communicative acts not only establish mutual relations between subjects but also constitute the sense of a singie, shared, common surrounding world. Fot a circle of friends, Husserl says, the extemal world is simply the rest of the world (Husserl 1989, p. 205; Husserl 1952' 195). The challenge, then, becomes how can we communicate together with others coming from different histories, traditions, and cultures. I have already raised the issue ofchoosing the language of communication. This already skews the dialogue in a particular way. The cultural flesh is specifically historically shaped. Heidegger talks of enkllsls, leaning in a certain direction already' Intercultural Understanding As Lau acknowledges, Merleau-Ponty is probably the first to have caught sight of the possibility of intercultural understanding opened up by Husserl's thematization of the life-world' Husserl himself struggled to develop a philosophical anthropology - he wanted a truly transcendental science and one that did not descend into "anthropologism". His target seems to have been Scheler and Heidegger. He was moved to read the work of the armchair anthropologist Lucien Ldvy-Bruhl, 23 Moran History Tradition Worldview CUHK 23 hne202l h who characterized the nature of the 'primitive soul' (l'öme primitive).21Levy-Bruhl assumed there were closed cultures 'without history' (geschichtlos), without written records and hence the possibility to extend memory. The cultural flesh Professor Lau has made a great and enduring contribution to intercultural philosophy by emphasizing the irnportance and relevance of intercultural phenomenology - intercultural philosophy broadly informed by the phenomenological perspective (Lau, p. 195). Lau's work involves a serious critique of the Eurocentric Idea of philosophy or philosophic judgment of Eurocentric overtones. Professor Lau's work gives us a new concept - the'cultural flesh'. He writes: We coin the tetm "cultural flesh" to conceptualize the sensible and material conditions of accessibility to the horizon of other cultures (Lau 2016, p. 1 1) Lau is not afraid to pose the radical question (inspired by the critique by Renaud Barbaras): does the notion of flesh have any theoretical validity? (Lau 2016, p. 176). He begins from the extraordinary experience of living embodiment whereby we become aware of ourselves through touch, through what Merleau-Ponty calls'l'interlacs'. He explicates how we have a unified perceptual field instead ofseparated sensations according to each sense. It is because we have our flesh and skin distributed over our whole body. What is specific about the sense of touch in contrast to that of sight and audition is that the sense of touch takes place at the contact of the f'lesh and skin with an object at alocalized position. In other words, the sensation of touching is necessarily 21 See "Edmund Husserl's Letterto Lucien LÖvy-Bruhl, 11 March 1935: lntroduction," with the assistance of Lukas Steinacher, New Yeorbook for Phenomenology ond Phenomenologicol Philosophy,Vol. Vlll (2008), pp.325-347. See also Dermot Moran, "'Even the Papuan is a Man and Not a Beast": Husserl on Universalism and the Relativity of Cultures,' lournal of the History of Philosophy vol. 49 no. 4 (October 2011), pp. 463-94. See also 24 Moran History Tradition Worldvierv CUHK 23 June 2021 a localized sensation (Lau 2076, p 17). Lau draws from this insight that we are localized, situated, put in place, by touch. In order to move outwards into the intercultural realm, we need something similar to this organ of touch. Lau notes that 'flesh' does not have this new ontological significance in the Phenomenology of Perception although it appears there. In the 1945 work, the teim fleshdges not yet carry the specific ontological meaning conferred to it by the later Merleau-Ponty; it is used simply in the most ordinary way as the equivalent of "meat", for example, "[f]or objective thought..'that consciousness which is hidden in so much flesh and blood is the least intelligible of occult qualities" (Lau, p. 176).22In contrast, Lau notes that in Visible and the Invisible flesh means 'the sensible in general' (Visible and Invisible, p. 138; Fr. 182). Lau explains the non-dualistic character: It serves to go beyond the traditional dichotomy of subject and object, spirit and matter, interior and exterior, or even nature and culture. (Lau 2016, p.177) It expresses the'pre-objective order' (Lau2016, p. 186) - along with intertwining, encroachment, chiasm. The aim is to overcome not just inside and outside but nature and culture. Flesh represents primordial nature (Lau 2016, p. 187). For Lau the ambiguities of flesh are positive ambiguities: The flesh bears the characters of a certain thickness, of luminosity, elasticity, and fl exibility. It also exhibits the character of smoothness or roughness. Thus it is r,T-rlnerable, but it also resists pressure. With such characters the flesh is at the basis of the fabric of an incarnate being. (La:u 2016, p. 177) 22 Merleau-Pontr1, Phenomenology of Perception,lrans. Landes, p. 365; Fr.401 25 UI lil,, \loran llistor-v Tradition Worldvier,r CUHK 23 June 2021 ll, Barbaras raises the woffy that this living flesh occludes distinction between organic and inorganic being. But I think Lau's reading is corect. Lau writes: If we want a guarantee for the accessibility to the spiritual world of the Other, we must transplant another cultural body, or at least graft upon our habitual body another cultural flesh. (Lau 2016, p. 18) For Lau, we must understand flesh in connection with intercorporeity and 'interworld' (Lau 2016, p. 178). He speaks repeatedly of grafting a new cultural flesh onto oneself (Lau, p. 190) He is proposing a deep immersion in the world of the other: We should also try to read the novels of this Other culture, appreciate her dance, movie, drama and opera if they exist, recite her poems and sing her songs, listen to her music, taste her cuisine, try to wear her clothes and accessories. (Lau 2076,p.19; cf p. 190) Lau's examples of concrete interculturality are apposite: Chinese musicians can intetpret European music, e.g. Chopin (Lat2016, p. 189). Lau's summation is excellent and I agree: Intercultural experience is never pure experience but experience of interpenetration, intertwining, encroachment, promiscuity and hybridity. (Lat2016, p. 189) One problem with immersing oneself in the other is the danger of cultural appropriation. Lau talks about wearing the clothes of the other (Lau 2016, p. 190). This immersion is precisely what is resisted in the accusation of cultural appropriation (adopting without permission especially by a dominant culture of another culture). But this is to deny the experience of anthropology. Interculturality and Interworld 26 Moran History Tradition Wolldview CUHK l-l June 2021 I According to Lau (p. 10), the interworld is the theoretical pre-requisite of the condition of possibility of intercultural understanding. Cultural worlds, for Lau, are always inter-worlds. The world of carnal subjects is an interworld (Lau 2016, p. 187). Not first my world and then the world of others - rather the world is at the crossroads of the other and myself, as Lau beautifully puts it (Lau 2016, p. 1 88). The world is to share and be shared. Without others there is no world. Merleau-Ponty writes 'the sensible world and the historical are always interworlds' With the flesh of the world ... integral being is not before me, but at the intersection of my views and at the intersection of my views with those of the others, at the intersections of my acts and at the intersection of my acts with those of the others, that the sensible world and the historical world are always interworlds (Lau, p. 188).23 Entering this interworld requires a phenomenological epochd: In fact this amounts to the phenomenological attitude of epochö which consists of suspending our habitual beliefs and what is already familiar to us and try to incorporate into ourselves what is foreign and unusual to us in order to leam to see bothwhat is foreign to us and foreign in us. (Lau 2016, p. 189) We need to cultivate a 'cultural savage mind' (Lat 2016, p. 190); enter the cultural mood (Stimmung) of the other). The Lateral Universal Lau claims in agreement with both Husserl and Ldvi-Strauss -- that "the recognition of a minimum of cultural universals is a condition of intercultural understanding" (Lau2019, p. l3a). Clearly there is a need to trqnscend the local home-world toward the universal. The Cantonese 23 Merleau-Ponly, Visible ond the lnvisible, p.84; Fr. 1,1,6. 21 lll \'loran Historl Tradition \\Ior-ldvies CLrHK 23 June 202 I interpreter of Shakespeare is discovering or revealing something universal. But Lau is suspicious of any attempt at transcendent "overarching" universality that is imposed from top down in a "a top-down dictation by a single culture (Lau 2019, p. 134). Presumably the Enlightenment appeal to universal human nature is suspect because of its blind spots and non-historical character. Thus, for instance, Lar-t criticizes Delcuze for as "top-dor,vn detertrining jr.rdgment of cxclLrsiotl" (Larr 2016, p. 214) for deeming Chine se and Indian thor-rghl to be 'pre-philosophical' rvhirh for De le rtze is ahc;rr1,'- irnmanc't.tt to philosophy. Instead Lau writes: The notion of "lateral universal" proposed by Merleau-Ponty is also highlighted as a conceptual tool to give due recognition to the contribution of different cultures to the formation of universals without which intercultural understanding is impossible' (Lau 2016, p. 1 1) In his essay "From Mauss to Levi-Strauss" Merleau-Ponty introduces the concept of a lateral universal (but gives no examples) - as the way to the universal through ethnological experience: No longer the overarching universal obtained by a strictly objective method, but a sort of lateral universal which we acquire through ethnological experience and its incessant testing of the self through the other person and the other person through the self. It is a question of constructing a general system of reference in which the point of view of the native, the point of view of the civili zed man, and the mistaken view each has of the other can all find a place-that is, of constituting a more comprehensive experience which becomes in principle accessible to men of a different time and country.24 Lau takes over the notion of "lateral universal" proposed by Merleau-Ponty as a conceptual tool to give due recognition to the contribution of different cultures to the formation of universals 2a M. Merleau-Ponty, "De Mauss ä Claude L6vi-Strauss", Signes, p.150; "From Mauss to Claude Ldvi-Strauss"; in Signs, p. 120; English translation slightly modified, Lau 2016, p. 168) 28 NIoran Ilistory Tradition Worldr.ierv CUHK 23 June 2021 without which intercultural understanding is impossible. Here he also draws on the Korean philosopher Hwa Yol Jung's concept of 'transversal rationality' (also inspired directly by Merleau- Ponty).25 Lau proposes that this lateral universal should be: ... an intercultural system of reference comprehensive enough to accommodate the most divergent experiential types which ever have existed in human history. It must include mechanism of mutual criticism in order to foster mutual understanding among different cultures (Lau 2016, p. i68) Lau's claim - following Merleau-Ponty-is that one cannot arbitrarily pick one life-world and elevate it to the status of a universal (as Husserl's Europocentrism supposedly has done). But how we do find this lateral universal? Does the lateral universal include the ultimate categories of the life-world? What is our methodology for identilying what is truly universal? How can we survive in convergence without coincidence? Husserl - and I agree with him here - maintains that despite the relativity of historical cultural worlds (Geschichtlichkeiten), there is a universal a priori structure to the life-world. Each of us is an embodied corporeal being, a being-in-the-wor1d, and also a Mitsein, being with. We have in common corporeal needs such as eating and sleeping, health and illness, doing and suffering, living and dying. I think that universal structures can be put on these basic necessities, and we can also find a higher hierarchy of values (as Scheler proposes) encompassing the need to be in communication, to have loving relations, to form communities, to have 'generativity' and intergenerational continuity, to appreciate beauty, goodness, peace, and so on. But, following 2s Hwa Yol Jung, Tronsversal Rationolity ond tnterculturql Texts: Essoys in phenomenology and Comporotive Philosophy. Ohio University Press, Athens, OH, 2011. See also Schrag, C.O. Review of Hwa yol Jung: Transversal Rationality and lntercultural Texts: Essays in Phenomenology and Comparative philosophy. Human Studies36, s93-se8 (2013). 29 ll t[ Nloran History Tradition Worldvie*' CUHK 23 June 2021 Heidegger, one must also go back to one's own origins. You have to understandwhere you are comingfrom (Ricoeur's question to his students: d'oü parlez-vous?). Lau ends by saying that we need a constellation of concepts for articulating intercultural experience(Lau2016, p.216).Thepuzzleiswherethesecanbelegitimatelyfound?Howdowe avoid a 'flat cultural relativisn'i' (Lau 2016. p. 224)? The plurality of cultures is a kind of transcendence. No one perspective can dominate. Being ernbodied is a necessary condition for experience. There is no God's eye view. Conclusion: The Return to the Pre-Ohjective oWild' Being Lau's rich and dense and rewarding monograph. encapsulating his work as a philosopher over twenty years from 1996 to 2016, rightly claims "to promote intercultural understanding in philosophy" (Lau 2016, p. 193). He claims, furthermore. that it is our obligation today lo create a new cultural flesh (Lau 2016. pp. 190-91), "coiling over of the cr"rltural flesh of others upon olrr original cultural flesh" (Lau 201 6, p. 194). We have to learn to walk in the other's shoes. This involves learning to see like an anthropologist. through deep respectful and attentive immersion in the world of the other. It also means heightened self-awareness of one's own starting point, attending to the fact that one has already, in a way, left one's own rn'orld, one is already in an 'interworld'. Lau has, indeed, practiced what he preached: he has pul on the cultural flesh, has entered the cultLrral world of others. Studying in Cantonese and classical Chinese, English, French and German, he is especially at home in post-war French philosophy. He breathes the air of Merleau-Ponty, Ldvi-Strauss, Levinas, Derrida, Deleuze. Lau has hir,rself performed the "double epochd" - of his native Cantonese (writing in English) and of his Chinese philosophy education into Western philosophical language. Of course, Lau is not unaware of the paradox of using a 30 N{oran Histor.v Tradition Worldvierv CUHK 23 June 2021 European (French) cultural concept ('flesh', la chair) to explore the world of interculturality. He is right: there is no pglt§ge-deÄurvoL, there is no language beyond the languages we speak. We start from where we are. Does that mean that we are imprisoned in - to borrow the term from Eric Nelson -- an intractable "ethnocentric a priori" governing each lifeworld?26 Of course there is an a priori of the life-world - this is the message both of Husserl and Levi-Strauss. It is true that one needs to avoid imposing Western discursive and interpretive norms onto discourses that have their own nofins and forms of interpretation and argumentation. On the other hand, to leave everything untranslated, unassimilated, undigested, to just repeat the foreign concepts, this too seems to be a dead-end. Lau, following Merleau-Ponty, believes there is another way: To an existential phenomenologist like Merleau-Ponty, an anthropologist, by engaging herself in the field work study of a foreign culture, never practices a bird's eye-view's thinking (la pensöe de survo[). Just as Merleau-Ponty himself, an anthropologist is thus far away from the position of a transcendental philosopher of the classical type. (Lau 2016, p. 160) Onc inhabits the interworld. But the inaeru,'orld is colrplex and plurivocal and indeed hrll of dialectical tension. lt is also challenged by lechnological enfrarning(Gestell). I have been highlighting the one-dintensionalit"t,of or:r cllrrellt technologically nrediated experiences in the life-world. Husserl rvas right to see Westemisation. if this is what we want to cail it, as unstoppable. Tlre translation of everything into contcnrporary internatioual acadernic language is inevitable. As I like to point out. if Chiüese traditional medicine is elfective (Lau " Eric Nelson, Review of Lau, A/otre Dome Philosophicol Reviews 2017.09.13 31 \{oran History Tradition \\rorldvieu, CIUHK 2i Junc 202 I discusses its practical efficacity based on tradition. Lau 2016, p. 168), whether its herbalisrn or its acupunclure treatments, then it must demonstrate it using Westem double-blind testing techniques of modem science. Similarly. the technologization of the life-world has meant that there can only be only one system for controlling air travel intemationally (and the designated language is English). There are pressures of internationalization and globalization that are unifying and more or less unstoppable. The rer-note peoples of the Andaman islands are remote only because the overarching Indian Government has protected them. They live in a bubble inside the technological world. The preservation of the diversity of world cultures equally requires this technological protection (e.g. laws that require all EU documents to be translated into al1 24 official languages of the European Union there are 3 'procedural' languages: English, French and Gennan). The interworld is a zone that needs protection and that is the paladox of interculturality. Lau also claims, controversially, as we have seen, that 'disenchantment' is necessary - but this is already the product of European Enlightenment thinking and the critique of religion in Feuelbach and Marx, Nietzsche's transvaluation of values, etc. Here Lau invokes the particular irnpact of the Chinese chronology debate and Chinese Rites controversy - undermining the dating allegedly found in Cenesis and Old Testament.2T The question is whether it is possible to return to and to recover the pre-objective order, the realm of 'wild being' and the pensöe sat4vagel which is, in Lau's words. 'a world of flesh characterized by reversibility'(Lau 2016,p.222).ls the camalphenomenon of touching enough? Lau says that without being touched we do not have access to the feelings of others (Lau 2016, p. 219). The sensible in itself for Lau as for Merleau-Ponty contains a gap or dcart. Coincidence is 27 This was done by James Ussher , in his Annoles Veteris Testomenti, o primo mundi origine deducti, una cum rerum Asioticorum et Aegyptiocorum chronico, o temporis historici principio usque ad Moccobaicorum initio producto ("Annals of the Old Testament, deduced from the first origins of the world, the chronicle of Asiatic and Egyptian matters together produced from the beginning of historicaltime up to the beginnings of Maccabees"). 32 Moran History Tradition Worldvierv CUHK 23 June 2021 rever complete. There is never real fusion of horizons. Horizons remain plural. The interworld shows itsell precisely in the interweaving of perspectives. But, ultimately, Lau's conclusion is pessimistic: the world as such will never be our intellectual possession. There will always be shared meauing. Trurh is a lunction of the interaction behr,eerr perspectives. Cultural artefacts are flesl: and flesh is heterogenous in nature. lt was a classical ideal of Creek philosophy to see unity in diversity. to contemplate the Orre (ro hen). Lau, following Merleau-Ponty and Foucault maintains that rve are living inside an 'episteme' that is one configuration anrong nrany other 'lateral' transcendencies. For me, each culture not only experiences others as transverse universals, but each culture has a transcendence-tov,ard-the-univ-ersal already built into its concepts and ideals. I defend the possibility of uncovering the transcendent universal that drives the intentionalities embedded in the particular, historical life-worlds. Our particular historical life-worlds interweave but they also are embedded in a universal structure. That is the deeper Husserlian message, which, stripped of Eurocentrism, defends genuine universality in intercultural encounters. JJ 
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